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COURSE DATA

Data Subject

Code 33421

Name Radio creation and production

Cycle Grade

ECTS Credits 6.0

Academic year 2019 - 2020

Study (s)

Degree Center Acad. 
year

Period

1301 - Degree in Audiovisual 
Communication 

Faculty of Philology, Translation and 
Communication 

2 Second term

Subject-matter

Degree Subject-matter Character

1301 - Degree in Audiovisual 
Communication 

12 - Processes of audiovisual 
creation, production and direction 

Obligatory

Coordination

Name Department

PERIS BLANES, ALVAR 340 - Language Theory and Communication 
Sciences 

SUMMARY

This module is to place the student in the radio system in our country, both from a theoretical point of 
view as practical. This objective will be achieved by conducting a complete project or radio program, 
which students can complete a part in a pilot program.  
 
In this way the student is directly involved in the process of developing a radio program or content, from 
initial idea to the plan of operation and location in a radio system, both public and private.  
 
This is the first and only practical form of binding on the radio means that students can complete the 
degree in Audiovisual Communication, as the other subjects on radio compulsory section are more 
focused on historical, aesthetic and theoretical means. Meanwhile, the other practical form of radio is 
optional.  
 
For that reason, this module should help students to acquire knowledge of how to make panoramic radio 
at the professional level now where we are able to identify and develop the elements that will be needed 
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to carry out any project Radio, with special emphasis on Internet and new technologies, which of course 
is very useful when entering the professional world just after his university studies.  

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

Relationship to other subjects of the same degree

There are no specified enrollment restrictions with other subjects of the curriculum.

Other requirements

It is convenient to have studied history and theory of radio. It is also advisable to listen to radio during the 
time of completion of the subject.

OUTCOMES

1301 - Degree in Audiovisual Communication 

- Knowledge and applications of the different stages of audiovisual production and broadcasting 
techniques and the processes from the conception of a project until it is put into practice. This 
knowledge will bring about the development of the ability and skills to plan and manage human 
resources, budgets and technical means, including all the processes involved in audiovisual direction 
and management in the different fields: 
-	 cinematographic & videographic production, 
-	 single- and multiple-camera TV productions 
-	 radiophonic, discographic and other sound production, 
-	 photographic production, as well as other creative processes in the field of still images in general, 
paying special attention to its development in digital environments, 
-	 production of multimedia narratives and contents and interactive materials

- Knowledge and applications of the different mechanisms and elements of scriptwriting in different 
formats, technologies and production supports. It also includes theoretical and practical knowledge of 
the analyses, sistematisation and codification of iconic contents and audiovisual information in 
different supports and technologies. The ability to create texts, script outlines or scripts fluidly in the 
fields of cinematographic, televisual, videographic, radiophonic or multimedia fiction.

- Knowledge and the ability to apply resources, elements, methods and procedures of the construction 
processes and analysis of the linear and non-linear audiovisual narratives, including the design, 
establishment and development of strategies, as well as the applications of persuasive 
communication policies in audiovisual markets.

- The ability to arrange technically the audio and visual materials to reflect an idea by using the 
narrative techniques and technologies necessary to create, compose, complete and master mix 
different audiovisual  and multimedia products and to design and conceive the aesthetic and technical 
presentation of the mise-en-scène by means of natural or artificial sources of light and sound, taking 
into account the creative and expressive features proposed by the director of the audiovisual project.
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- The ability to apply creation techniques and processes and technical or human resources necessary 
for the integral production design of an audiovisual work from scenographic elements and the brand 
image to the graphic marketing product.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Analysis of the radio system in the environment of each student, mainly Spanish. Schedules, audiences 
and trends.

- Creativity to conceive and think of a format of radio program or radio station attending to the situation 
of the current radio industry.

- Preparation of market studies and justification of the project based on social or economic criteria.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

1. First questions. The idea

We will start the project by asking the questions that will be solved throughout the course. A first page of 
the project that concentrates on the Idea will be elaborated, some lines to maintain the attention of the 
reader in the project, which requires knowing the rhetorical strategies to present an attractive text. 
Students will write the idea of their own project.

2. The audience. Potential public.

In this unit we will discuss how the radio confronts its audience. We will study the concepts of real 
audience and potential audience and we will know the methods that exist to measure the audience and 
that are so valued by the radio stations, since with them they can justify their programming. We will see 
the differences between the quantitative methods of measurement and the qualitative ones and we will 
offer a proposal to correct some dysfunctions of the current method. We will try to apply this knowledge 
to our project with the premise that any radio project must have an audience, little or much, but it must 
be directed to someone.

3. Types of stations. Dissemination and ownership.

Radio stations can be divided according to their dissemination, which in turn depends on the coverage 
and technology available to us (AM or FM, analogue or digital), and the ownership of their owners: 
public, private or mixed financing. Students must decide what type of station they are betting on for their 
project.
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4. The radio programming. Generalist or specialized.

We will explain the different types of radio programs that we can find and that can be divided basically 
into two: general and specialized. The generalists are those that address a large number of listeners 
and, therefore, their offer must be diverse. Specialists seek more fragmented audiences and their 
contents are also more specific. We will apply this knowledge to the project.

5. Digital radio New programs, new programs, new audiences.

We will discuss how digital, terrestrial and Internet radio affects radio programming, content and how the 
incorporation of digital technology is transforming the way radio is consumed. Projects developed by 
students can not ignore the importance of digital technology.

6. The script. The radio planning.

Any radio program needs a script or, at least, a program plan, to be able to perform. We will avoid the 
radio of improvisation to the maximum, although we will also do some exercise in that sense. We will 
elaborate a script of our pilot program and a generic program plan that we would apply throughout the 
season. We will explain the concept this plan and its utility. In the case of groups that bet on a station, 
they will have to make the weekly programming grid.

7. Rhythm and style.

Any program or station has a certain rhythm and style. Nothing is accidental and is usually determined 
previously. The groups must design a rhythm for their program or station and a style, which may vary 
depending on the type of program or the station in which we are. In the case of radio broadcasters, the 
corporate image must also work, especially if we are Parnes of an Internet radio.

8. The budget: income and expenses.

We will try to make a list of the elements that make up the financing of our project, depending on 
whether it is a public, private initiative and what kind of project it is, whether it is a program immersed in 
a working station or a radio on the Internet, which will force us to establish ourselves as a company or 
cooperative and ask for the relevant aid. Then we will have to address the expenses, focusing on all the 
technical elements and human resources you will need to carry out our project.

9. The market, the sale, the pitching.

In this unit we will try to deepen the elements to know how to promote a radio project and how to present 
it to future directors of broadcasters or advertisers.
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WORKLOAD

ACTIVITY Hours % To be attended

Computer classroom practice 45,00 100

Theory classes 15,00 100

Development of group work 20,00 0

Study and independent work 50,00 0

Readings supplementary material 20,00 0

TOTAL 150,00

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

The dynamics of the classes will be eminently practical. There will be theoretical explanations of each 
thematic unit and then the students will be divided into groups and begin to approach the elaboration of 
the project. During these sessions, the teacher will act as a tutor, which will raise problems and resolve 
doubts to students. The teacher will devote enough time to each group to raise questions and doubts about 
the project.The theoretical classes of the beginning will accompany with a presentation in power point 
and will pass different materials, as much in reprography as the Virtual Classroom, that the students will 
have to read and to know and that will help them to elaborate the project.As the groups elaborate the 
script of their pilot program, they must go up and talk, always accompanied by the teacher, who should 
not neglect the students who will be finalizing the parts of the project.Finally, the groups will have to 
defend their project before the whole class with a presentation of 10 minutes, where they will admit 
questions or doubts on the part of the assistants, who will have to solve.

EVALUATION

The main mark of the module will be obtained thanks to the program project or radio station, which will 
be worth 8 points out of 10. This note will be the average of five sections: solidity (content and 
justification of the project); viability (market study and budget); interest / attitude (involvement of 
students in the project); presentation (public defense of the project and paper delivery to the teacher); and 
clip (30 minute elaboration of the pilot program).

Then they must do an exam on the theoretical contents developed in the module that will be worth 2 
points out of 10. They must approve both parts to approve the module.

REFERENCES
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Basic

- MARTÍNEZ-COSTA, M. P. i MORENO, E. -coord.- (2004): Programación radiofónica. Arte y técnica 
del diálogo entre la radio y su audiencia. Ariel: Barcelona.

- RODERO ANTÓN, E. (2005): Producción radiofónica. Càtedra: Madrid.

- MARTÍ, J. M. (2000): De la idea a lantena. Pòrtic: Barcelona.

Additional

- CEBRIÁN HERREROS, M. (2007): Modelos de radio: desarrollo e innovaciones. Fragua: Salamanca.

- FRANQUET, R. (2008): La radio digital en España: incertidumbres tecnológicas y amenazas al 
pluralismo en BUSTAMANTE, E. et al. Alternativas en los medios de comunicación digitales. Gedisa: 
Barcelona / Fundación Alternativas: Madrid.

- MERAYO, A. (2003): Para entender la radio. Universidad Pontificia de Salamanca: Salamanca.

ADDENDUM COVID-19

This addendum will only be activated if the health situation requires so and with the prior 
agreement of the Governing Council

1. Continguts

Sense canvis

2. Volum de treball i planificació temporal de la docència

El projecte que ha de realitzar l'alumnat en grup es farà des de casa i no des de l'Estudi 1 del TAU. Això 
elimina la tutorització presencial, però el resultat de la memòria hauria de ser semblant i s'avaluarà de la 
mateixa manera. Respecte a la part pràctica de locució i edició del programa pilot de ràdio que s'adjunta a 
la memòria escrita, estem pendents de que el Servei d'Informàtica ens done el vist i plau per a que 
l'alumnat puga disposar del programari necessari per a dur-lo a terme. En el supòsit de que finalment fora 
possible, l'alumnat realitzarà (locució i edició) el projecte de ràdio des de les seues cases i s'enviarà 
virtualment al professor, que avaluarà d'acord amb les condicions actuals de producció i de confinament, 
tenint en compte que no s'han pogut fer les proves de locució i que la gravació la realitzarà cada estudiant 
des de la seua casa, amb el material disponible (micròfons del mòbil...).

3. Metodologia docent

Atenció virtual permanent + Material a l'Aula Virtual + Videoconferència puntual 
Les activitats de tutorització contínua comporten les tutories virtuals d'atenció i revisió també del treball 
que l'alumnat vaja lliurant.
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4. Avaluació

Respecte a l'examen presencial de l'assignatura, encara no sabem si finalment es podran dur a terme. En el 
cas de que no es puguera fer, l'avaluació del mòdul es restringiria a la part pràctica, que és el gruix de 
l'assignatura i la principal nota del mòdul. En aquest cas, en lloc de valorar el projecte sobre 8 es valoraria 
sobre 10.

Aquest sistema d'avaluació, si no s'indica el contrari, serà també vàlid per a la segona convocatòria.

5. Bibliografia

Sense canvis


